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Ahura-daeve

[Crusaders, Niphilem]

Righteous warriors, the Ahura-Daeve know that the

choirs of angles are really an army of heaven, and the

heavens are at war with the darkness below. The Ahura

know that the Immortals where once the protectors of

world, and they are eager to rejoin God’s armies. These

Niphilim seek to rejoin heaven, sword in hand. Though

they have a long history fighting back the darkness,

having lead the Assamites and Brujah in crusades

against the Baali and Setites. They followed Rome’s

armies and often joined militant messianic cults of the

age, and they have a history of joining human holywars. After centuries of the battle against evil, the

Ahura were always few in number, and they were the

first to be purged by the Tremere.



Disciplines

Valeren

(Warrior’s Path)



The Salubri develop a third eye, which opens and

allows the Psychic-vampires to mystically feed on,

heal or harm beings though their gaze. Unlike most

other Disciplines, like Kuei-jin Discipline of Dharma,

The Crusader’s often engaged in self-mutilating rites of an Ahura-daeve cannot have a higher level in Valeren

Self-Control and repentance. Each Ahura undergoes a than their current Path Score.

divine vision and takes an Angelic name when

they join the great struggle during their

Auspex

initiation rite, the Blooding. It was in this

Mystic vision and immortal sight is innate to

ritual that a warrior was truly consecrated

the Angel-demons, and they are able to sense

and took the name of an Angel to indicate

the spirits and mystic forces all around them,

their purpose and path. The Blooding

eventually speaking the language of angels and

also granted special powers; however,

seeking enlightening visions.

with the effective extermination of

the warrior caste, the Code of Samiel

Fortitude

was lost. Though all Ahura-Daeve

Immune to harm, the

were assumed destroyed long

Salubri are resistant

before the formation of the

to even the twilightCamarilla, in the modern

sun and the burning

nights they may have

touch of fire.

again arisen from

the grave and have

Ahura’s Curse

joined the SabbatAhura-Deave cannot gain

as the Salubri

Vitae (life-fore) from a

Antitribue, and they

downer unless it is taken

are out for War. The

from them unwillingly.

Warrior Salubri have

Thus they typically

no love of the Sabbat’s

feed

from

their

ideology or culture, and

enemies, the enemies

their military alliance is

of

righteousness,

limited to their common

either before or

interests in destroying the

after they have

Camarilla and the Tremere.

been slain.
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Wu-Zao



(Scholars)



The family of the ancient Kindred sage Zaolot, the Wu-Zao are a strange breed of

eastern Kindred, soul-searchers and mysticvisionaries. Unlike the Kuei-jin, a Zao-jin

is Embraced, not by the demonic Yama

Kings of the thousand hells, but by

each other. While Kuei-jin can learn

the Dharma [Chi’iu Muh] taught by the

great Sage, and evolve to become as

the Wu-Zao, most are chosen by the

Ancestors [Elders] of the monastic

line, resurrected by their psychic

touch. Further, the Wu-Zao do not

distinguish Yang and Yin chi

as their eastern cousins, but

rather take in the breath of

heaven as a single whole forceAkasha. Most eastern Courts believe

that Zao-lot (who is often considered

a heretical false-sage) was in fact a

wandering Yama King, and thus, they

say all Wu-Zao are born of the Unknown

Hell (the Hell within their demon eye).

There devotion to the teachings of

this three-eyed demon king and their

eerie power makes them suspect and

feared as Unliving dragon sorcerers,



and they are kept under the watchful eyes of the

Court’s Ancestors. Ostracized and isolated though

they may be, the eastern Courts keep these soulhealers and prayer-eaters close at hand, keeping

the Wu-Zao monastic order as mystic advisors

and suspect scholars. The Kuei-jin’s unease

with the disciples of Zao is in part do to their

blend of divine and demonic features; as

Zao-jin age, they develop an Ushnishi, a

protuberant bulbous forehead that was

seen as a sign of mystic wisdom, yet

this bump-of-wisdom on the Zaojin Ancestor splits open to reveal

the massive orb-like all-seeing

demon-eye, through which they

consume. The Eastern Courts

maintain a ban on Zao-jin

Embracing others, though

the Wu-Zao are loath to

pass on their divinecurse (unless called to

by a vision), and prefer

to teach the Dharma of

Chi’iu Muh to the dregs

of hell that have escaped the clutches of the

Yama Kings of their own accord; still the

Kuei-jin with the spiritual stamina for such

transformation into Zao-jin are rare and

most Zao-jin are the few who are chosen

and transformed (despite the ban).

Unlike the followers of other

Dharmas (Disciplines of personal

transformation),

the

Wu-Zao

do not feed on the life-blood of

nature, instead receiving their Chi

from the prayers of the devout

and the gifts of the gods. They do

not hold the virtues of Yin and Yang,

and instead develop their Courage,

Self-Control and Conviction instead,

holding a perpetual locked balance to

these polarities. The mysticism of the

Wu-Zao is estranged from the Chivampires and the harmony between

life and death plays no role in the

teachings of Zao-lot. Instead, the

Wu-Zao are completely focused

on reaching an enlightened state

beyond the bounds of this fallen

age, Golconda.
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Disciplines

Chi’iu Muh

[Valeren Scholar’s Path]

The Salubri develop a third eye, which opens and

allows the Psychic-vampires to mystically feed

on, heal or harm beings though their gaze. Like

the Kuei-jin Dharma Discipline, a Zao-jin cannot

have a higher level in Chi’iu Muh than their

current Hun (Path Score).



Auspex

Mystic vision and immortal sight is innate to the

children of Zao-lot, and they are able to sense

the Chi all around them, eventually speaking

the language of spirits and seeking enlightening

visions.



Fortitude

Immune to harm, the Salubri are resistant to even



the twilight-sun and the burning touch of fire.



Wu-Zao’s Curse

Zao-jin must compulsively seek out and research

dark or arcane lore, requiring a successful

willpower roll to resist each night. Further, a

Zao-jin loses one health level for each Blood

Point drunk from an unwilling victim. Finally,

the third-eye that Zao-jin develop through Chi’iu

Muh continues to develop and swell, so that by

the time the student learns the fifth level of Chi’iu

Muh, the eye is a great blazing orb in the center

of the forehead. The eye always opens when the

Discipline is activated; it is a permanent part of

the vampire’s physiology, though a Zao-jin may

retract the eye into the skull.
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Nagaraja

Once enlightened servants of the Great Unmaking,

the Nagaraja know that all things must change, that

all things will die. Though the merciful Unmaking

quells all thirsts and ends all wants, the Nagaraja

have chosen eternal hunger instead. Now corrupted

for two millennia, they seek to forestall the

turning of the Karmic Wheel. Like their

mythological namesake, the Nagaraja

are at war with the gods, indeed, with

the cycle reality itself, refusing to let

the dead move on, let alone accepting

their own need to let go. The Nagaraja’s

enlightenment, once the divine light that

guided them and the source of their great

power, is now a curse that urges them

to move along the cycle through the

Unmaking. Each one has sojourned

to the brink of the end-of-all-things

and returned with the secrets of death and a dread

of the Cycle they had once worshiped. To this end,

though the Nagaraja know the truth of karma, they

spread deceit, spinning multilayered menageries and

build spiritual prisons for those who seek wisdom;

they consume the attachments of dieing spirits, where

these passions can continue on forever. The Diablarie

of the spirits of the dead is a sacrament to these fallen

mystics; each soul consumed is another that can be

kept from the Great Unmaking.

The Ancients of this dreadful bloodline have not

lost the divine-light. They simply turn away from it.

These dark gurus meditate deep in the Great Storm of

the Underworld, bloated with the souls of millennia,

damning-up the currents of karma and driving the

world towards materialism and egotistic life-style

obsession. The Nagaraja Elders, secretly known as the

Litches, were once Underworld guides and spiritual



teachers to the Kuldunic witches of the Tzimisci,

the Cappadocian death priests and the eastern Yinsoaked Courts of the Bone-Flowers. Though very

few in number, the Litches are enigmatic and prized

advisors in the ghostly Dark Kingdoms of the restless

dead and among the bloodied halls of the Kindred or

to anyone else that wants to fight back the coming

tide of Oblivion. Though they’ve created layers of

conspiracies within conspiracies that have driven

the course of Kindred history, in the modern nights

they are pariahs, disturbing freaks among

Kindred that are almost unheard of.

Among the Court of Infinite Thunders,

they are seen as a dark reflection of the

Salubri, and in the east, their Underworld

Ancients are known to be Yama Kings,

Nagaraja themselves being outlawed

and called Akuma. The Nagaraja claim

that we are in the Iron Age of Kali, the

era of the death-throws of the world, and

refusing the turning of the Wheel is all

that matters.

The bodies of the Nagaraja are

Dead, something that becomes perfectly apparent if

the vampires fail to eat living flesh for even a few

nights. Like the Salubri, the Nagaraja are Fangless. In

the spirit Shadowlands of the Underworld, the fallen

priests appear to have a vertically slit third-eye, a

remnant of their former enlightenment, now crushedout in its socket.

-The Nagaraja are flesh-eating cannibals, gifted with

a ravaging hunger for living flesh, without which

they wither and shrivel to reveal their body’s corpse

nature. While copious amounts of animal flesh can

suffice, living bloody human flesh is their ideal

sustenance, the average person yielding 1 blood-point

worth of flesh (1 flesh-point) per healthlevel. While

the Nagaraja are blood-drinkers, Blood alone will not

restore them to their vital life-like appearance, nor

will it sate their thirst. Every night that a Nagaraja

fails to spend a Flesh-point to animate themselves
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(spending a Blood-point instead), they loose 1 from

die from all of their social attributes. Should all their

social attributes drop to zero in this fashion, they

loose the ability to speak, or interact with others at all,

until they once again spend a Flesh-point to rise from

slumber. Other than this condition, Blood and Flesh

points can be used indistinguishably, both yielding

Sakti energy, while the consumption of Ghosts yields

a darker force.



Brahmaparusha

The original Nagaraja were ascetic mystics,

wandering yogis of northern India, enlightened

devotees of Shiva the revealer; the destroyer face

of God. They’ve haunted the nights of India,

Nepal and Tibet every since as dead creatures,

demonic priests with their head encircled with a

crown of intestines, and a skull bowl filled with

blood. While many of the oldest Brahmaparusha

have the knotted wild hair and tangled beard of

the yogi, a great many of the flesh-eaters have

the shaven head and bear face of the Buddhist

monk. While female Brahmaparusha are rare,

they’ve been a small but present minority in

the Bloodline since its disturbing origins. Still

attracted to Embrace the corrupt mystics of the

Himalayas, the Brahmaparusha have adapted to

the ways of the successive religious movements

of the region through the past two thousand



years. Though they prefer

the company of the restless

dead and Kindred to having

any interaction with mortals,

the Brahmaparusha are the

black sheep of the Infinite

Thunder’s

Court.

The

Diyatas, Rakshasa, Salubri

and Wu-Kuei all fear and

despise the Nagaraja for

their necromantic ways and

disturbing aura, or at least

that’s how it appears on the surface. In truth,

each have their reasons for hating or fearing the

Nagaraja and each have their reasons for keeping

them close. The Diyatas are Indian Typhonian

Setites who came to India with Alexander the

Great. Despite their transplantation, the Diyata

are loyal to the Setite priesthood, and serve the

god of discord. Like the Setites, the Nagaraja

are a sect unto themselves, and they’re immense

Underworld knowledge and power makes them

a treatening rival and a tempting advisor to the

Serpents. Still the Setites know, perhaps better

than others, that they

cannot trust the flesheaters.

The Rakshasa

despise the fear of death

that the Brahmaparusha use

to chain others, and see this

as a sign that the Nagaraja

are their enemies in their

ultimate goal of reunion with the Karmic Wheel.

More over, Pisacha find the Nagaraja empty of

fears, save for their fear of the Unmaking, and

the fallen yogis have a remarkable knack for

seeing through their Rakshasa illusions. The

Vetala have discovered that the flesh-eaters

reject the Rakshasa-dharma and actively prevent
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